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Chicago Rivet & Machine Co., a leading manufacturer of rivets and specialty cold formed parts, as well as automatic rivet setting equipment and automated assembly systems, announces recent enhancements made to many of its machines in the Chicago Rivet product line. These new engineered features include:

- A needle bearing flywheel which reduces maintenance costs.
- A new hopper design with one-way bearing drive and one piece lower track unit for added durability.
- An electronically controlled trip cycle.

The result of these enhanced features is even greater efficiency and reduced residual investment during the life of the machine. As a testament to our workmanship, we still hear from customers that are using Chicago Rivet machines that date back as far as the 1940's that run "like new". That is the type of quality and reliability you get when you choose Chicago Rivet & Machine Co. for all of your fastening, tooling and assembly equipment needs.

Put Chicago Rivet's engineering expertise and accomplished history of success to work for you. From mechanical and pneumatic drives with single or multi head applications, to turn key automated assembly systems, we have been developing innovative fastening solutions for global suppliers for over 80 years. Visit us at http://www.chicagorivet.com/ to see how we can better streamline your existing fastening operations.
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